The **Design Tab** allows you to have a bit more control over your site. As you become more comfortable with editing, you may want to look at the overall appearance of the site. In this tab you can:

- Change your page tab colors
- Change the theme
- Change the font

### Change Colors
- **Change Theme**
- **Change Fonts**

**The theme is the overall look and feel of your site.** There are many themes available for you to choose from within Weebly. The **Change Theme** options let you search through the available themes and sort or filter by:

- Popular
- Newest
- Recently Used
- Colors
- Styles

#### Change Fonts
- **Site Title**
- **Paragraph Title**
- **Paragraph Text**
- **Links**

**Change Fonts** gives you control of the font on your site. Choose carefully...be consistent. Do not pick completely different fonts for each section as it distracts from the content. **You can change font type, size, weight, and color for:**

- Site Title
- Paragraph Title
- Paragraph Text
- Links

Other options available under the Design Tab include:

- **Search Box**- add a search feature to your site (must upgrade to Pro)
- **Social Icons**- Link to your other social media sites (i.e. Facebook, Twitter)
- **Phone Number**- This is actually just a text field you can place anything in.

**Social Icons and Phone Number are located at the top of your page.**
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